
GEOLOGY OF TH E  GÁNYA-AREA (NE. CARPATHIANS).

BY LAJOS SZEBÉNYI.

Introduction.

Gánya is situated in Máramaros county at the Tarac river on the  
contact of the miocéné basin of Máramaros and the Flysh of the Car- 
pathes. Detailed geological survey was carried out on a 50 (squ. km) 
area southwards from the Tarac river in order to clear the relations 
between the formations of the miocéné basin and the cretaceous-eocene 
Flysh. A  special survey of the salt and coal occurrences was necessary 
to answer questions about their stratigraphy and economic value.

GEOMORPHOLOGY.
The features of the Carpathian Flysh area differ sharply from the 

morphology of the miocéné basin. (The boundary is marked by the 
Közel ridge and its N E— SW prolongation with 745.) Within the 
miocéné basin the conglamerate stands out by its strong relief.

The slopes in the western part are mature, in the eastern more and 
more juvenile, due to the relatively higher situated erosion base and less 
resistent softer rocks of this area. In the central part well developped 
dipslopeswere observed formed by clayey strata intercalating with 10— 15 
metre thick conglomerate beds At some places hillsides are formed by 
a single bedding plane. Creeping and sliding of these beds in compact 
masses (600 square metre surface, 8 metre thickness) was observed.

The creeks of the area drain into the Tarac river. B y entering 
into the miocéné basin, the river course becomes much slower and 
deposits a large part of its detritus. Six fluviatile terraces were so foimed 
as shown by Andor Kéz (13) : I. Lower alluvial terrace. II. Upper 
diluvial terrace. III. Middle diluvial terrace. IV. Lower diluvial terrace.. 
V. Upper pleistocene terrace. VI. Lower pleistocene terrace.
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STRATIGRAPHY.

Jurassic. Earlier authors are not mentioning jurassic beds from 
this area, only from the northern side of the Tarac. It appears as cons
tituent of the »inner row of cliffs« (olnnerer Klippengürtek). The last 
cliff of determined age is the cliff of Nereznice, containing jurassic 
fossils. The 20— 100 centimetre thick fragments occurring on the area 
are petrologically identical with this.

Cretaceous-eocene is represented by sandstones and clays of the 
Magúra facies. The micropalaeontological examination did not furnish 
any result, the age is supposed by analogies described by Tibor Szalay 
and László Majzon.

During the oligocene an epirogenetical uplift of the area is supposed 
as documented by the lack of the Krosno beds overlaying the creta
ceous-eocene formation. This uplift might have lasted until the savian 
orogenic phase, when the downthrow of the upper Tisza miocéné basin 
began.

Miocene is represented by middle miocéné sandstone, clay and 
conglomerate formations on the western side of Nagy creek. (This for
mation was supposed to be by Posewitz (4) and recently by Vitális, 
(16) miocéné. In 1940 István Gaál (12) tried to put it in to the oligocene 
on the base of Melanopsis Hantkeni. The miocéné age is obvious from 
the microfauna investigated by László Majzon (11). The miocéné sedi
ments of Gánya may be compared with formations of the same age of 

. Transsylvania. The fact that the miocéné basin of the upper Tisza com
municated through the basin of Bikszád with those of Transsylvania 
and the Szilágyság, was emphasized by Lajos Lóczy (20) in a reference 
held on a debate-session of the Hungarian Geological Institute in 1942. 
This was proved by the close analogy of microfauna and facies. The 
middle miocéné sedimentation began in the Transsylvanian basis with 
a 2— 6 metre thick conglomerate. This formation appears on the sur
veyed area only in chips of the overthrust zone along the line of the  
N E prolongation and peak of Közel, in the valley of the SW branch of 
the Suhi creek below 578. It consists of gravels of Flysh sandstones 
and siliceous marls cemented by red clay.

The conglomerate is covered by a 50— 70 metre thick bed of 
dacitic tuffs. These greenish tuffs, growing finer upwards may corres
pond to the tuffs of Dés (in Transsylvania) described by Posepny.

The Globigerina (Candorbulina) beds of Majzon (11) covering the 
dacitic tuffs in Transsylvania are poorly represented on the surveyed
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area. (At the bifurcation of the Salojio creek, in the SW branch of the 
Suhi creek below -<J>- 578.) The microfauna determined by Majzon see 
page 32 in the Hungarian text. The salt body of the Salono valley is in
cluded in this formation as reported by Ede Preisig (3). In a drillhole 
between 14— 105 metre depths several salt bodies and salty clay strata 
were crossed. The salt contains many impurities, is therefore not worth 
of exploitation. The age of the salt bodies in the upper Tisza basin was 
largely discussed. Its middle miocéné age is evidint from the related 
micropalaeontological research of the enclosing formation.

This complex is overlain by the Anomalina strata established by 
Majzon. The microfauna determined by Majzon in the samples of Gánya 
see page 33 in the Hungarian text. The surveyed area is covered chiefly 
by this formation. It has two types of development, sandstones and 
conglomerates connected with gradual transitions. The amount of the clay 
component increases successively from the SE corner of the area towards 
the W. The conglomerate beds with eastwards decreasing thickness 
and semicircular extension represent the deposits of a stream delta.

The situation of the miocéné shore-line is revealed by the ripple- 
marks. The axes of the ripple-marks show the direction of the old shore, 
their origin being effected by the tide. Ripple-marks may be produced 
even by the wind. But aeolic ripple-marks differ from those produced 
by tide with their symmetrical arrangement. Ripple-marks observed 
around Gánya have assymetrical arrangement, due to tide, their axes 
indicate therefore the shore-line. These indications may not be projected 
always into larger dimensions. They refer to short sections of the shore, 
in the case of a shore with inhams they do not represent the general 
outline of the coastline. A sandy, clayey shore, conform with the general 
strike of the moutains, may strike accordingly. These later conditions 
were ruling in the miocéné sea around Gánya. Local anomalies were 
found but the bulk of measurements indicate an uniform shore-line. 
Measurements :

6o°— 2400 
130°— 310° 

1500— 330° 
1500— 330° 
i55°—335°

1600— 340° 
1600— 340° 
1600— 340° 
1800— 360°

Average direction is —  counted without the contradictory 60*—  
2400 direction —  1550— 3350. The single measurements does not diverge 
much from the average, showing their reliability.
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The miocéné formations shows from Kisapsa to Felsőnereznice a 
straight, 130°— 310° boundary. The miocéné shoreline diverges from 
the actual boundary to the NW. This is in full correlation with the 
observation, that the miocéné strata are more intensly folded towards 
the NW. In this section more extended layers were buckled.

A regional application of- the ripple-mark researches was prevented 
by the war. It was no more possible to follow the shore-line through 
greater distances. Comparative data are lacking, because earlier authors 
did not pay attention to the ripple-marks.

The presence of two coal beds indicate, that the miocéné sea had 
a shallow zone near its coast. These were ascribed by István Gaál to 
two coal-basins. Structural and photogeologic investigations of the 
author revealed, that both coal strata are products of subsequent coal
forming periods of the same complex. The coal is of good quality (of 
8— 7500 calories), average thickness of the strata is about 0-3 metre, 
but without considerable extension. From the coal-bearing formation- 
a macrofauna was collected and determined. See page 37 in the Hun
garian text.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY.

In the construction of the region two different structural types 
may be distinguished: 1. Overturned folds, respectively thrustfaults 
on the margin of the basin. 2. Relatively gentle folding inside the 
basin.

Overlapping chips having a NW— SE strike were found be
tween the Nagy and Salono creeks and around the Repeljanski 
creek. The structural features are represented by four accompanied 
sections.

Section I (see the Hungarian text, side 38): through the salt 
prospects, Közel ridge and jurassic cliffs. Three thrustfaults were ob
served. The most external one (on the NE margin of the basin) brought 
the jurassic cliffs to the surface. The development of the cliffs was 
shown according to the theory of Lajos Lóczy sen. applied in the northern 
Carpathes (7). The jurassic limestones were folded in the depth, torn 
away from their connection and lifted up by piercing the overlying 
beds. This origin is manifested on the jurassic cliff at the N E end of 
the village Felsőnereznice. The cliff was exposed by a quarry showing 
its shorn, wormlike shape of 4 metre thickness. On the surveyed area 
only blocks of 10— 100 centimetre size were found arranged in a row

4
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on the N E slope of the Közel. Farther SE these dwarf cliffs cease, for 
reappearing on the Pop Ivan again.

On the southern side of the cliff rows middle miocéné sandstones 
were found. The age was determined by micropalaeontological exami
nation. They form probably the northern flank of the anticline esta
blished on the southern slope of Közel. It is overridden b y its own 
basal conglomerate. This is due to an thrustfault just as in the case 
of the jurassic cliffs. Overthrust is evident by a partial breccification 
of the conglomerate. The conglomerate is overlain b y  dacitic tuffs 
and salty clays with a saltbody. The saltbodies affected by the 
stress (which produced the overthrust) crept out from the enclo
sing layer piercing their cover. The eczematic character of the 
salt occurrence is revealed even by its texture as described by Ede 
Preisig (3). It is irregularly folded and has an average N E  dip of 

70—75°.
The third overthrust fault was established on the boundary of the 

salty clays and Anomalina beds indicated by the lack of dacitic tuffs. 
Overriding is manifested even by the steep rising of the Anomalina beds 
on the margin of the basin.

B y  more internal thrustfaults (from N E towards the SE) younger 
and younger formations were affected. The stress acted consequently 
in N E— SW direction as usual in the Carpathian Flysh. Here we meet 
with overturned folds as shown even by F. Szentes (20) farther in the 
same strike. '

The crustal shortening due to buckling and overthrust is probably 
determined by the structure of the deeper strata. According to the 
gravimetric map presented by Victor Schaffer in the Hungarian Geo
logical Society, the zone of the thrustfaults is marked by the O iso
anomaly curve. To the N E  isoanomaly curves are condensed, indicating 
a shelfshaped prolongation of the Pop Ivan crystalline mass. This shelf 
might have resisted to the SW acting stress.

Section II. The salt formation is' concealed. Nevertheless all the 
three thrustfaults are manifested on the surface.

Section III. The structure becomes very narrow, so that the two 
inner thrustfaults coincide. The conglomerate does not appear on the 
surface. Both overlapping sheets are cut by a NNW— SSE fault. On 
aerial photographs it was well observed and is documented besides 
disappearing of dacitic tuffs, by a H2S spring.

SW-wards from this fault there is only one overthrusted sheet 
consisting of dacitic tuff, farther SE near Apsica even this formation
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disappears and the middle miocéné sandstone is in direct contact with 
the cretaceous-eocene Flysh formations.

By examination of the strike of the overlapping sheets a NW-wards 
widening diveigence was revealed. From the last bifurcation of the 
Repeljanski creek the sheet trends towards Pudplesa and Felsőnerez- 
nice. In NW direction a general raise, towards the SE a general plunge 
of the whole structure is apparent. The plunge of the structure is indi
cated even by the cliffs. Near Felsőnereznice (NW wards from Gánya) 
the cliffs crop out on 800 metre altitude, at Gánya in 500 metres and 
farther SE they disappear. The plunge of the structure is due to the 
SE dip of the crystalline basement.

Within the basin, tectonics are more gentle. Anticlins and synclins 
are never steeper than 250. Faulting is rather seldom. Main structures 
are a syncline with SE-wards plunging axis and an anticline with 
NW-wards rising axis. The syncline runs from Apsa towards NW  and 
farther to the N. Reaching the margin of the basin it becomes 
disturbed by the thrustfaults. On the northern side of the Tarac no 
trace of its prolongation could be observed. The outer flank of the 
synchne is somewhat steeper (20— 30°) than the inner one (15— 20°). 
The syncline is coalbearing, due to its situation near to the miocéné 
shoreline.

The anticline including the Nagyhegy and Sumarin has almost 
the same strike. Its continuation was only in NW  direction at Kycsera 
near Nereznice detected. The western part of the anticline was down 
thrown by a N— S directed fault. The throw is i  240 metres. (The 
strike was determined by aerial photographs.) In the Voszováti creek 
at <J>- 450, the fault appears in a good exposure, bringing conglo
merate and clay beds in direct contact. On the area westwards from 
the Rákos creek, only two conglomerate outcrops are known. The 
above mentioned and another one about 1200 metres far from it, 
in the Voszováti valley. From the altitude of both outcrops the 
height of the displacement is considered to be 240 metres. Reliability 
of this method was sustained by a control made on the base of 
the coalbeds in a section through the Nagyhegy, which resulted in 
the same figure. The fault caused even a horizontal displacement as 
shown on the aerial photographs (and manifested approximately by 
dip measurements). The southeastern end of the anticline of the 
Nagyhegy was pulled along the fault towards the origin of the Voszo
váti creek.

4*
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PHOTOGEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS.
Photogeological investigations were carried out on aerial photo

graphs, made by the Hungarian Airforce (30 x  30 cm scale r t  x : 35.000).
The central miocéné basin was very suitable for this method, 

while on the slopes of the Flysh territ ry no particular morphology 
could develop. The low hills of the basin are in mature stage, their 
features are rich in morphological details. Nearly all possibilities of the 
photogeological methods are existent on this area : dipslopes, structural 
lines (faults, thrustfaults), anticlines, synclines, boundaries of formations 
and terraces.

The photogeological study of the area was carried out in 1942. 
The special purpose of the study was to obtain a basis in following 
the 1000 metre thick middle miocéné sandstone-clay complex by  
ploting out the dipslopes. The dipslopes were followed in five rows 
throught about 20 kilometres and the hard beds were marked on 
the geological map. The longest continuous outeropping hard-bed-line 
is running from the Sumaiin-Darola ridge to the Salono creek having 
a length of 8-5 kilometres. Southwards from this in higher strati- 
graphical level a 4-5 kilometre long exposure of hard beds were follo
wed. In a lower stratigraphical level dipslopes were followed along 
two sections. On the W  from the Sumarin (-<J> 662) through the peak 
of the Nagyhegy (-<(>-608) to its foot and on the E  from the ridge 
between two branches of the Salono creek to the Dealu Bascheu in a 
2-5 kilometre long splitting line running parallel with the dacitic tuff- 
sandstone boundary.

The parallelisation of the corresponding horizons was made possible 
by connecting the levels of the observed d'pslopes in a section it was 
proved by these facts that all the scattered coalseams of the neigh
bourhood belong to two defined horizons. B y mere observation of 
the formation in the field or constructing sections, this could not be 
cleared.

The overlap of the dacitic tuffs is marked by a straight line spotted 
as follows: two dipslopes of the dacitic tuff in the lower part of the 
Salono valley, and two anticline axes and the upper section of the 
Repeljanski creek.

The trace of a structural line was visible on the aerial photographs 
between the middle of the Nagyhegy ridge and <!>- 450 of the Voszováti 
valley. The proof was obtained by later field study : in the Voszováti 
valley a good exposure of a fault was found. The reliability of the photo
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geological methods is shown even by this example. Without this help 
the presence and conspicuous extension of this fault would not be 
obvious. This way it became clear that the coalbeds on the W  and E  
end of the Nagyhegy belong to the same horizon. Height of the displa
cement was counted to be 240 metres.

Another fault revealed by photogeological methods is marked by 
the overthrust of dacitic tuffs on the eastern part of the: area. From 
the uppermost bifurcation of the Repeljanski creek it is bending E-wards 
to the saddle between the Dealu Boula and Dealu Bascheu. This line 
is marked on the photographs by the forest boundary and abrupt cut 
away of dipslopes. Under the stereoscop it looks as if the eastern side 
had broken down (this is in accordance with other structural considera
tions). This fault was established on the base of field observations to 
explain the disappearance of the dacitic tuffs and middle miocéné 
sandstone and the presence of a H2S spring. Due to poor exposures, it 
was supposed to have a SW— N E  strike which was modified on base 
of dipslope trends on the aerial photographs to SSE— NNW, crossing 
the same H2S spring.

On the surveyed area the dipslopes are exceptionally well deve
loped. This is due to the petrological character of the middle miocéné 
complex. On the steep surface of the dipslopes the composition of beds 
is variable. At the bottom clay is prevailing, upwards the thickness of 
sandstone beds increases, reaching 1— 3 metres at the top. The dip- 
slopes have 15— 20 metres perpendicular extension. On the SE sand
stone beds are substituted by conglomerate. Though conglomerate 
beds prevail, clay layers of at least 20 centimetre thickness are always 
present. They effect the sliding of the conglomerate sheets to produce 
free bedding planes of the dipslopes. Blue clays underlying sandstone 
beds are less resistent to weathering (their ferrous binding material 
becomes oxydized to ferric hydroxyde) and slide easily away. The 
harder sandstone beds stand out in form of sills. The débris clears away 
soon from their surface being themselves not too resistent. Exceptionally 
resistent beds may sustain conspicuous sections of the slope. E. g. the 
E  slope of the Nagyhegy from <J>- 608 downwards (1*5 kilometre long, 
1 kilometre wide) is a single bedding plane. The top of Durola is a flat 
lying bedding plane. There are perfectly developped dipslopes, which 
are perceptible even on the topography of the map 1 : 25.000. On the 
steep hillsides dipslopes could not well develop, they are manifested 
by the ribbed surface. E. g. on the eastern side of the Rákos creek 10 
such ribs were observed. Even these ribs furnish indications about the
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direction of the dipslopes. Dipslopes are marked even by vegetation. 
The surveyed area is chiefly used for pasture. Trees and bushes grow 
only on the steep sides of dipslopes, avoided by grazing cattle. On the 
surface covered by forests dipslopes are indicated by lower, smaller 
trees.

B y the observation of the dipslopes following structures were 
established:

1. A  syncline beginning on the ridge westwards from the SSW  
branch of the Salono creek. On both neighbouring ridges opposing dip- 
slopes were found. The axis of the sincline is directed to the S, later 
it is bends towards SE followed by a flattening of the structure. This is 
marked by dipslopes of nearly horizontal position. F,ield measurements 
are in full correlation with photogéological observations, incongruities 
arise only near the axis of the syncline. Even these are in the case of 
flat structures within sufficiently narrow limits.

2. A  syncline in the Voszováti valley. This being near the outer 
margin of the surveyed area, was on the field overlooked. It trends in 
E — W  direction following the Voszováti valley. This structure was not 
affected by thrust faults, but rather by the saltbody of Nyágova (in 
the SW neighbourhood of the surveyed area). The eastern prolongation 
of the structure was cut by a fault at A  450 as mentioned above. Dis
appearance of opposing dipslopes and different position of the beds in 
their prolongation is visible on the photographs.

3. The fault can be followed even outside the surveyed area. Dif
fering positions of dipslopes on both sides of the fault can be followed 
easily. On the western side of the fault they cease abruptly. Along a 
straight line, crossing the direction of the fault, another formation 
appears, which is not suitable for development of dipslopes. This con
sists of homogenous clayey beds covering the salt formation. Their 
appearance is quite reasonable due to their lower position outcropping 
from below the S flank of the Voszováti creek syncline. On the eastern 
side of the fault, the sandstone complex can be followed farther on. 
This indicates a horizontal dislocation. This is probable even by the 
observation that the dissected prolongation of the Nagyhegy anticlinal 
seems to reappear in the upper section of the Voszováti valley, across 
the syncline.

The Nagyhegy anticline could not be identified on the photographs. 
On its N E flank dipslopes could not develop.
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SUMMARY.

The purpose of these investigations was a detailed study of the 
area based on a regional survey of F. Szentes (20). Only this way it 
could been revealed, that the coal occurrences around Gánya belong 
to two horizons, having no particular significance. The observation, 
that the conglomerate is not a defined formation but only a facies, is 
important in counting the total thickness of the sediment series. Levell
ing of the middle miocéné formations was only possible by using photo- 
geological methods. In detecting details of the structures, these methods 
were very useful.

In the zone of thrustfaults on the margin of the basin the SE-wards 
terminal members of the j uras sic cliff row could be established. Miocene 
basal conglomerate appears in this zone. SEjwards the structure becomes 
more simple. The crystalline ground is sinking deeper for reappearing 
in the Pop Ivan.
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HOZZÁSZÓLÁSOK.
S c h r é te r  Z o lt á n :  Az előadó a gányai szénelőfordulásról is szól és annak 

korát íoraminiferák alapján a helvétiai emeletbe helyezi. A hozzászóló szerint a 
széntelepeket kísérő íoraminiferák elegyesviziek és a felső oligocéntől a pannóniai 
emeletig ugyanazok, tehát nem jellemzők s így a korát se állapíthatják meg. 
G a á l I s t v á n  a P o t a m i d e s  m a r g a r i t a c e u s - t  említi a széntelep kísére
téből s így annak korát f. oligocénnek határozza meg. S z e n te s  p e r e n c  hozott 
ugyanebből a P o t a m i d e s-ből, amely a hozzászóló megállapítása szerint 
P o t a m i d e s  b i d e n t a t u s ,  régi nevén C e r i t h i u m  l i g n i t a r u m .  
Ezek szerint a burdigaliai időben, vagy a helvétiai elején keletkezett ez a szén.

V a d á s z  E le m é r  is alsó miocénkorinak tartja e képződményt, ugyanis az 
előkerült C e r i t h i u m  leginkább egyezik S c h a ffe r  által az alsó miocénből leírt 
fajokkal. Azok az üledékek, amelyek a dacittufa fedőjében helyezkednek el, 
azok már helvétiai korinak tekinthetők. Súlyt helyez arra, hogy helyes magyar 
kifejezéseket alkalmazzunk az idegen kifejezések helyett. így pl. a dipslop szó 
használata ellen is tiltakozik.

M a jz o n  L á s z ló :  Fenntartja e képződmény középső miocén korára vonatkozó 
véleményét, ugyanis az innen előkerült íoraminiferák szerinte teljes biztonsággal


